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OCCUPATIONS VOCABULARY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE 4

Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures.

1. photographer
2. driver
3. cleaner
4. dustman
5. electrician
6. firefighter
7. fisherman
8. postman
9. shoemaker
10. politician
11. captain
12. detective
13. director
14. librarian
15. hunter
16. zookeeper
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures.

1. guitar
2. trumpet
3. violin
4. drum
5. piano
6. saxophone
7. banjo
8. accordion
9. French horn
10. keyboard
11. maracas
12. clarinet
13. bagpipe
14. flute
15. cymbals
16. triangle
17. xylophone
18. harmonica
19. tambourine
20. harp

Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator.
**WILD ANIMALS VOCABULARY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE**

Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures.

| b | c | d | e | f | g | h | i | j | k | l | m | n | o | p | q | r | s | t | u | v | w | x | y | z
| o | n | x | e | g | j | c | m | f | t | n | l | d | b | g | l | t | m | s | h | n | z | o | d | e |
| i | k | f | b | k | f | c | r | g | o | p | f | i | a | p |
| t | i | g | e | r | o | h | i | p | p | o | o | s | p | h |
| c | i | u | g | i | r | a | f | f | e | s | i | e | n | a |
| w | i | g | v | y | r | n | a | w | u | j | s | d | h | n |
| g | g | h | v | b | b | b | s | h | a | r | k | h | c | t |
| v | l | b | z | f | y | m | o | n | k | e | y | k | v |
| n | j | g | v | x | g | j | m | d | x | e | b | d |

1. lion
2. bear
3. elephant
4. rhino
5. hippo
6. panda
7. tiger
8. wolf
9. giraffe
10. zebra
11. parrot
12. snake
13. peacock
14. monkey
15. tortoise
16. shark
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Camping Vocabulary Word Search Puzzle

Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures.

1. barbecue
2. axe
3. backpack
4. torch
5. rope
6. caravan
7. knife
8. matches
9. lighter
10. lantern
11. tent
12. compass
13. boots
14. sleeping bag
15. deckchair
16. penknife
17. campfire
18. thermos flask
19. binoculars
20. gloves

Completed puzzles earn up to 30 minutes – stamping at discretion of School Coordinator
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CAMPING

At the bottom of the page is a list of words. These words are hidden in the puzzle. The words have been placed horizontally, vertically, or diagonally - forwards or backwards. When you locate a word, draw a circle around it.

1. insect repellent
2. tent
3. first aid kit
4. backpack
5. bike
6. lantern
7. picnic table
8. cap
9. sleeping bag
10. compass
11. boat
12. suntan lotion
13. camping stove
14. picnic set
15. ice cooler
16. rope
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### SPORTS VOCABULARY WORD SEARCH PUZZLE 3
Find and circle the words in the word search puzzle and number the pictures

| a | j | a | v | e | l | i | n | i | l | w | y | b | g |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| r | h | r | u | g | b | y | n | f | g | r | v | j | k | h |
| x | a | n | c | d | i | s | c | u | s | c | z | k | q | u |
| v | o | b | h | z | f | r | g | j | q | s | s | v | z | r |
| f | h | g | a | r | c | h | e | r | y | t | h | r | o | d |
| v | e | f | e | n | c | i | n | g | w | l | o | e | t | l |
| s | b | o | b | l | l | t | c | y | i | i | t | q | b | e |
| h | v | l | o | n | g | j | u | m | p | n | p | w | o | s |
| i | c | r | e | q | h | d | x | n | i | g | u | d | w | c |
| g | n | d | p | o | l | e | v | a | u | l | t | e | l | s |
| h | a | c | r | o | b | i | c | s | o | x | t | d | i | q |
| j | o | j | m | a | j | l | o | t | h | x | t | e | n | x |
| u | w | e | g | h | l | i | f | t | i | n | g | y |
| m | o | j | c | a | j | o | c | c | u | r | l | i | n | g |
| p | m | e | l | h | e | q | t | s | u | h | p | a | k | e |

1. gymnastics
2. fencing
3. weightlifting
4. curling
5. archery
6. rugby
7. bowling
8. discus
9. hurdles
10. shot put
11. pole vault
12. javelin
13. long jump
14. high jump
15. aerobics
16. wrestling
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